i8o GREAT EDUCATORS OF THREE CENTURIES
Correspond-
ing to the
two groups
of interests,
studies are
divided into
 (1)	'histori-
cal,' includ-
ing history,
literature,
and lan-
guages, and
 (2)	* scien-
tific, ' em-
bracing sci-
ences, mathe-
matics, and
industrial
training.
But while
many-sided-
ness is de-
sirable, all
studies must
be unified
and scatter-
ing avoided.
Hence the
Herbartians
later formu-
lated * corre-
lation7 and
'concentra-
 should be as broad as possible, the subject-matter of the
curriculum should cover the entire range of known ideas.
Hence, to correspond to the two main groups of interests,
Herbart divides all studies into two main branches, —
the (i) 'historical/ including history, literature, and lan-
guages; and the (2) ' scientific/ embracing mathematics
and industrial training, as well as the natural sciences.
But, while all these subjects are needed for a ' many-sided
interest' and the various studies have for convenience
been separated and classified by themselves, they must
be so arranged in the curriculum as to become unified and
an organic whole, if the unity of the pupil's consciousness
is to be maintained. Concerning this Herbart holds: —
" Scattering no less than one-sidedness forms an antithesis to
many-sidedness. Many-sidedness is to be the basis of virtue;
but the latter is an attribute of. personality, hence it is evident
that the unity of self-consciousness must not be impaired. The
business of instruction is to form the person on many sides, and
accordingly to avoid a distracting or dissipating effect. And in-
struction has successfully avoided this in the case of one who
with ease surveys his well-arranged knowledge in all of its unify-
ing relations and beholds it together as his very own."
* Correlation,' 'Concentration,' and the * Culture Epochs1
This position of Herbart forecasts the emphasis upon
correlation, or the unification of studies, so common
among Ms followers. The principle was further de-
veloped by later Herbartians under the name of concen-

